
GIRL MEETS WORLD SMACKLE CRYING

Smackle: Well, there's nothing left to do now but get a smoothie all alone and continue this good cry I'm having. Riley:
You're crying? Smackle: Yes. A-wah.

Auggie and Ava walk out hand-in-hand while Riley and Maya take their turn; Maya sadly says goodbye to
Riley and the two tearfully embrace. Smackle: Oh, I do. Cory, Riley and Maya all arrive at home. Girl Meets
Goodbye is the twenty-first and final episode in season 3 of Girl Meets World and the 72nd and final episode
overall. Feeny insists they don't need him for this decision, but Cory and Topanga, knowing full well that he
always gave the best advice, press him for his input. And they lost everything because of outer beauty. Her
unconventional teaching style inspires the students including Maya, but this soon causes trouble with the
Principal and when Cory attempts to defend the teacher, his job becomes jeopardized as well. Recalling the
good times they had when she, Maya and Farkle visited Texas , Riley remarks that Lucas and Zay were right
to love their home state, and Lucas adds they he and Zay have both had a great time in New York. Easily one
of the most powerful episodes so far that confronts cyber-bullying and the damaging effects it has. Meanwhile,
Ava is trying to deal with her constantly arguing parents. She wouldn't go for it. Morgan 2 tells Auggie to trust
his parents- they'll make the right decision for him. Topanga gets some advice After school they decide to look
around and meet the high school cheerleaders and football players, who intimidate Lucas. Maya is convinced
that this is the end of their friendship as they know it, but when Riley tries to reassure Maya that they will still
be best friends no matter what, Maya reminds her of Kerri Abelson, their third best friend from years ago and
that their friendship with Kerri fell apart when Kerri moved across the street. Smackle puts on her glasses
Well, look at all of you. She then adds that nobody has to be smart to see what's coming for them, and then
points out that Farkle has always been the smart one of the bunch, citing he has always wanted to know about
Belgium ever since it first went up on the board, and that it's always been Farkle who has loved her and Riley
and the others and wanted to protect them. When asked what he has to say about that, Farkle erases "Belgium
" from the chalkboard and replies, "Not yet. The grownups all remind the teens that they're going to learn from
the world every day, that they're going to make mistakes, but they're also going to make good friends, and
even though the world goes out of its way to teach hard lessons, it's also the same world that gives them their
friends and their families. Farkle shows up and says that Riley shouldn't trust complete strangers. Maya gives
her advice and says that although she'll sit by herself and believe its her fault, to remember that it's not and to
stick by her friends. Maya's confrontation with her father and acceptance of events make this not only one of
the most emotional episodes but one of the best performances by Maya Sabrina Carpenter. Back at school,
Cory asks the class if it's tougher to leave something you love, or to stay where you are and risk missing an
opportunity; Zay answers that it depends on what you're leaving behind, but Lucas adds that it's also important
to know what's waiting for you wherever you're going. Maya promptly gets up and kisses Farkle on the cheek,
which causes him to faint after which Maya apologizes to Smackle. Cory says that it's been a long time since
they've all been together, and so Topanga decides they're going to take them one at a time: Shawn and Katy go
first; Shawn says that as much as he'd hate to see them go, he recalls when they first came to New York,
stating that if it weren't for that he wouldn't have met Katy. It's not time yet They ask if she's made a decision,
which she has, but before she announces it she talks about the fact that there were many reasons to move to
London, but only one reason to stay; she brings up all the times she saw Riley and Maya sitting in the Bay
Window and was reminded of how she wanted a place just like it, a place where she could make important
decisions of her own. I hope you enjoy being beautiful. Lucas quietly gets up to walk outside, but beckons
Riley to join him.


